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How did we let modern slavery become part of our everyday lives?
The Guardian, Felicity Lawrence, April 2, 2018

Society  abhors  exploitation  but  we  are  complicit.  The  cheap  goods  and  services 
consumers expect makes exploitation inevitable

Since the Modern Slavery Act of 2015, British companies over a certain size have been 
required to report on slavery in their supply chains. Their statements are both shocking 
and  admirable.  Shocking  because  they make  clear  that  the  incidence  of  slavery  has 
become normalised once again – and not just in criminal operations such as the illegal  
drugs trade or trafficking for prostitution, but in the mainstream economy. The declarations 
are prefaced with management expressions of abhorrence, of course, but there they are, 
another  note  alongside  the  annual  accounts.  They  are  admirable,  however,  in  that 
transparency must be the first step to tackling this phenomenon.

Last  month  the  National  Crime Agency reported  a  35% annual  rise  in  the  number  of 
suspected slavery victims found in the UK, with more than 5,000 people referred to the 
government  mechanism  that  supports  them  in  2017.  Labour  exploitation,  rather  than 
sexual exploitation, was the most common type of modern slavery cited.

The list of high-risk sectors for slavery declared in company statements is long: temporary 
workers  in  distribution  and  office  cleaning;  agency  labour  in  logistics  operations; 
subcontracted car-washes cleaning company vehicles; construction workers building and 
renovating company premises; outsourced security staff.  A catalogue of the casualised 
workforce,  in  other  words.  It  is  hardly  surprising  that  the  most  egregious  forms  of  
exploitation  should  appear  where  economic,  legal  and  moral  responsibility  has  been 
deliberately diffused. Modern slavery is the flipside of the coin that has seen corporates 
offshore their profits and dodge tax. Both represent a sloughing-off of what were seen in  
the past as important obligations to society.

Then  there  are  the  more  specific  areas  of  production,  where  big  high-street  retailers’ 
statements acknowledge that forced or trafficked labour, often of refugees, is a well-known 
and recurring issue: the British and Irish fishing fleets, the UK meat and poultry processing 
industry, Leicester garment manufacturing, the Thai prawn supply chain, the Italian tomato 
industry, the Spanish horticulture sector, the Assam tea chain, and the Turkish garment 
sector.

Separate from corporate reporting, the Gangmaster and Labour Abuse Authority was given 
powers in April 2017 to investigate exploitation beyond its original narrow remit of food and 
agriculture. The more it looks, the more it finds, and some of this new activity accounts for 
the increasing numbers of suspected victims of modern slavery.  (Another factor  is the 
statutory  defence  introduced  in  the  Modern  Slavery  Act  for  those  forced  into  criminal 
activity  such  as  drug  dealing:  increasing  use  of  that  defence  in  drug  cases  probably 
accounts for British victims unusually making up the largest number by nationality this 
year. Albania, Vietnam, China, Nigeria, Romania, Sudan, Eritrea, India and Poland make 
up the rest of the top 10 source countries.)

The main concentrations the GLAA sees are among migrant workers in hand carwashes, 
nail bars, domestic building projects such as basement excavations, the hospitality trade, 
hotel cleaning, takeaway restaurants and domestic cleaning.



How did slavery, which we thought was abolished, reach into our everyday consumption? 
While it is quite right that companies should have their reputational feet held to the fire for 
abuse that arises out of their economic model, there are also uncomfortable truths here for 
affluent consumers of personal services.

Things that were until recently luxuries – manicures, clothes that change fashion every few 
weeks,  regular  holiday  breaks  to  hotels,  eating  out  frequently,  having  your  car  hand-
valeted, using manual labour to dig out a basement under your house – are now presented 
to us as affordable, everyday even. Where they have become so, it is in large part thanks 
to  other  people  being  badly paid  at  best,  or  victims of  modern  slavery at  worst.  The 
squeezed middle has been bought off by the illusion that it can share the consuming habits  
of those with runaway incomes at the top; but it can’t – not without squeezing those further  
down the chain.

n a world where the state has often absented itself from the enforcement of employment 
law,  and  where  so  many  human  interactions  are  reduced  to  financial  exchanges  at 
whatever rate the market will take, people have become commodities to use or sell. When 
competition and austerity are king, it is every man and woman for themselves and their  
family. Too often, we close our eyes and try to protect our own.

People-traffickers target the vulnerable – including those with learning disabilities or raised 
in care, homeless people, those with alcohol and drug problems or previous convictions.  
They are the people easiest to control and least likely to attract sympathy. Anti-immigration 
sentiment has encouraged people to see these victims as foreign, as “other”. How else to  
explain why neighbours, work colleagues and customers so often fail  to notice modern 
slavery?

Take the group of trafficked Lithuanians working brutal hours on egg farms around the 
country who were kept under control  in their  Kent ganghouses by threats and fighting 
dogs. What did farm managers and local residents on the same quiet streets see and 
hear? Alarming antisocial behaviour, and fights in a foreign language that made them want 
to turn away and keep their heads down, or fellow human beings suffering intolerable  
abuse and anaesthetising themselves from the trauma with drink?

Both  the  National  Audit  Office  and  the  parliamentary  select  committee  for  work  and 
pensions  have  highlighted  serious  shortcomings  in  the  support  for  victims  of  modern 
slavery once they have been identified. The anti-slavery commissioner, Kevin Hyland, also 
pointed out to the committee that every time a suspected victim of slavery is referred to the 
national  referral  mechanism,  a  crime  is  being  alleged.  Yet  there  is  only  a  one-in-four  
chance of these cases being recorded as a potential crime, let alone investigated. If there  
were 4,000 rapes in the UK and only one in four was recorded by the police, there would 
be an outcry, he said. These failings need state remedies.

Meanwhile, we all need to recognise the signs. Where workers are putting in excessive 
hours, where they have no language to communicate with customers or where employers  
seem quick to speak for them, where they live in houses of multiple occupancy, we should  
be alert to the possibility of modern slavery.

If  you are being offered a service for much less than you would expect  to  pay for  it,  
someone is almost certainly being exploited. A car wash that takes six men 15 minutes 
and costs £10 does not pay the legal minimum wage. If something seems too cheap to be 
true, it probably is.



Arizona Human Trafficking Council will investigate gaps in funding for trafficking 
victims 
Downtown Devil, Hailey Rein, October 4, 2019

Arizona will begin investigating the gaps in resources and funding for victims of human 
trafficking  and  for  providers  of  care,  the  Arizona  Human  Trafficking  Council  decided 
Thursday at the Arizona State Capitol.

The investigation will look into how many providers are available in Arizona, what they’re 
doing for victims, and what they need to do their job better, said Sarah Kent, the Human 
Services Planner for Maricopa County.

The  gap  report  will  be  overseen  by  the  Human  Trafficking  Council’s  Victim  Services 
Subcommittee, which “develops and improves statewide policies, protocols, and guidelines 
for professionals who serve victims of human trafficking,” according to the Office of Gov. 
Doug Ducey.

“In Arizona, I  find we majorly lack resources and funding for necessary treatment and 
recovery,” Kristi Alexander, who became a victim of sex trafficking at the age of 14 and 
again at 18, said. “The country is currently lacking providers who actually listen to their  
patients without the ‘I know more about you than you do’ ego.”

Human trafficking is “the use of force, fraud, or coercion to obtain some type of labor or  
commercial  sex act,”  according to the Department  of  Homeland Security.  Indicators of 
victims include dramatic changes in behavior, dropping out of school, being fearful or timid, 
and living in unsafe or unsuitable conditions.

Human trafficking is an issue that has affected millions of people. In 2018, almost 11,000 
cases in the United States were reported, according to the Human Trafficking Hotline. In 
Arizona, 231 cases were reported and at least one-fifth involved minors.

Up to 300,000 American minors are sex trafficked every year, according to Ark of Hope for  
Children,  an  organization  dedicated  to  helping  child  victims  of  sex  trafficking. 
Approximately 70 percent of child sex trafficking survivors were at one point sold online,  
according to the McCain Institute.

Arizona needs to “find out who’s out there and what they’re doing” in order to serve the 
victims, according to Sarah Beaumont, the Medical Director of Crews’n Healthmobile at 
Phoenix Children’s Hospital.  To properly allocate funding, Arizona has to find out what  
resources actually exist.

The subcommittee is exploring the possibility of having Arizona State University students 
conduct the research.

“In my human trafficking course, students partner with local non-profits and government 
agencies to work on a human trafficking ‘problem’ during the course. I’d definitely welcome 
this as one of the projects for next semester as it is a need,” ASU professor Samantha 
Calvin said.

Students would be looking into what care providers are available and asking questions 
about their referral process, what services they provide, and what resources they need for 



victims of human trafficking, said Stephanie De Verde,  a member of human trafficking 
prevention for the Governor’s Office of Youth, Faith and Family.

“For the most part, providers are not trained on how to identify the red flags of someone 
who  may have  or  be  experiencing  trafficking,”  Calvin  said.  “Not  only  that,  but  there’s 
research  to  support  that  many  feel  uncomfortable  approaching  the  subject  with  their 
patients.”

A possible way to better help victims could be implementing laws requiring nurses to be 
trained on how to recognize the signs of a person experiencing exploitation and how to 
best help them, Jill Rable, the manager of the Forensic Department at Honor Health, said.

“In my assessment of my own nurses, they are also super intimidated by it,” she said.  
“They would ask me ‘now that we can identify it, what do we do?’”

The effects of being human trafficked do not end once a victim is free. To cope with her 
experiences of being trafficked, Alexander remained in counseling for 12 years. She also 
underwent  cognitive  behavioral  therapy  and  eye  movement  desensitization  and 
reprocessing (EDMR)—a therapy to alleviate the distress caused by traumatic memories. 
She also takes medication for post-traumatic stress disorder.

The numbers show a fraction of the reality of the issue, as many cases are not recognized.

“It is hard to quantify this problem because often times youth and adults go unidentified,” 
Calvin  said.  “It  is  not  only  a  female  issue,  or  an  adolescent  issue.  It  is  a  topic  our 
community as a whole should be concerned with.”
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Documents’ vocabulary :

to be complicit (in) : se rendre complice de 
supply chain : chaîne logistique
trade : commerce
to tackle : s’attaquer à, aborder
to subcontract : sous-traiter
outsource : externaliser, sous-traiter
egregious : choquant, scandaleux
diffused : épars, dispersé, diffus
flipside : l’envers, le mauvais côté, le revers de la médaille
offshore : à l’étranger, au large



to dogde : esquiver, éviter
to slough off : perdre, se débarrasser de, balayer 
retailer : détaillant
to acknowledge : admettre, reconnaître, concéder
poultry : volaille
garment : vêtement
prawn : crevette
remit : attribution
to account for : expliquer
affluent : riche, aisé, prospère
to dig out : déterrer, (faire) ressortir
affordable : abordable, pas trop cher
to buy off : acheter (qqn = corruption/bribe)
runaway : galopant, incontrôlé
commodity : produit, article, marchandise
Every man and woman to themselves : Chacun pour soi
conviction : condamnation
to fail to : ne pas réussir à
to keep one’s head down : faire profil bas
shortcoming : défaut, lacune
alleged : supposé
to investigate :enquêter
rape : viol
outcry : tollé / indignation
a remedy : remède, cure, solution
minimum wage : salaire minimum
to oversee : superviser, surveiller, chapeauter
statewide : au niveau de l’Etat
to lack : manquer de, être à court de
coercion : contrainte, coercition
to report : signaler, déclarer, rapporter
hotline : permanence téléphonique
to allocate funding : allouer des fonds
care providers : prestataire de soin
referral : renvoi
red flags : signaux d’alerte
to implement : mettre en œuvre, exécuter, appliquer, mettre en pratique
assessment : évaluation, estimation
to undergo : subir
to alleviate : soulager
distress : désarroi, détresse

Thematic vocabulary : Exploitation, slavery and human trafficking

to exploit exploiter
to bully brutaliser, harceler
abuse maltraitance, mauvais traitements
neglect manque de soins, négligence
assault agression
auction vente aux enchères
bondage esclavage, servitude
to enslave réduire à l’esclavage



to suppress opprimer
shackles châines, fers, menottes
yoke jouc
to abduct enlever, kidnapper
beating passage à tabac, raclée
pimp souteneur, proxénète, maquereau, mac
to pimp somebody prostituer quelqu’un 
prostitution ring réseau de prostitution
people smuggler / coyote passeur
child soldier the unlawful recruitment or use of children through force,  

fraud, or coercion as combatants, or for labor or sexual 
exploitation by armed forces

child trafficking traite / trafic d’enfants
forced marriage mariage forcé
to force sb into doing sthg forcer qqn à faire qqch

News examples :

Three arrested over modern slavery offences at Welsh care homes, The Independent, by 
Caitlin Doherty, November 8, 2019
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/modern-slavery-care-homes-arrests-human-
trafficking-wales-a9189406.html

Airbnb policy lapse allows for human trafficking and modern slavery, November 7, 2019
https://thenextweb.com/syndication/2019/11/07/airbnb-policy-lapse-allows-for-human-
trafficking-and-modern-slavery/

Harnessing Blockchain’s Potential to Eradicate Modern Slavery, October 16, 2019
https://forkast.news/harnessing-blockchains-potential-to-eradicate-modern-slavery/

Modern  Slavery  Act  needs  sharper  teeth,  The  New  York  Times,  by  Edward  Fennell, 
November 7, 2019
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/modern-slavery-act-needs-sharper-teeth-2xr5npzm7

How the church in Australia is working to eradicate modern slavery, by John McCarthy, 
October 24, 2019
https://www.americamagazine.org/faith/2019/10/24/how-church-australia-working-
eradicate-modern-slavery

Number  of  British  modern  slavery  victims  up  72%  in  a  year,  figures  show,  The 
Independent, by May Bulman, October 14, 2019
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/modern-slavery-victims-trafficking-
county-lines-home-office-a9153486.html

Scourge of modern slavery in 21st-century Britain, The Morning Star, November 1st, 2019
https://morningstaronline.co.uk/article/f/scourge-modern-slavery-21st-century-britain

Modern slavery, exploitation, drugs and guns being reported to police, by Huw Owburgh,  
November 4, 2019
https://www.theargus.co.uk/news/18011595.modern-slavery-exploitation-drugs-guns-
reported-police/
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Mother  Teresa  Award  honors  those  who  fight  modern  slavery,  by  Nirmala  Carvalho, 
November 6, 2019
https://cruxnow.com/church-in-asia/2019/11/06/mother-teresa-award-honors-those-who-
fight-modern-slavery/
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